
Cloud Foundations 
Assessment
Why Should You Migrate to the Cloud? 
 • The cloud supports expanding 

application environments at a much 
lower cost than an on-premises or 
hosted environment. 

 • The cloud requires less time to 
manage, administer, and update 

 • The cloud provides agility, scalability, 
and improved performance to better 
address business opportunities and 
enhances user productivity.

 • The cloud reduces risk and minimizes 
the frequency of application downtime. 

 • The cloud helps manage and maintain 
applications more efficiently by 
reducing the time needed for day-to-
day support. 

 • The cloud scales as you need and 
offers a pay-as-you-go model. 

68% more 
effective IT staff 
operations

Run your apps 
anywhere! Azure 
is available in 140 
countries

5½ months 
payback on a 
five-year ROI 
strategy

64% lower total 
cost of ownership

85% of Fortune 
500 Companies 
rely on Microsoft 
Azure cloud

81% less 
down time



Coretek is the #1 Microsoft Azure Partner in the U.S. and an Azure 
Expert Managed Service Provider. Coretek consults, builds, manages, 
and maintains IT infrastructure, enabling business leaders to spend 
less time thinking about technology and more time focused on their 
customers, culture, and communities. Coretek solves the world’s most 
complex business challenges with the cloud.

We guarantee our services and your overall success. If there is a 
problem, we will solve it. 

We deliver customer success, no exceptions!

coretek.com  |  844-4-CORETEK  |  inquiry@coretek.com

Our Cloud Foundations Assessment  

 • What the new Azure environment looks 
like. 

 • Tools and skills required to support the 
environment. 

 • Cost over time for consumption and 
operations. 

 • Timeline and work effort to move 
workloads to Azure (including workloads 
that would require extra attention). 

 • Deliverables: Identity Architecture, 
Network Architecture, and Subscription 
Architecture. 

A Cloud Foundations Assessment is the first step in understanding your technology 
assets and how you can move to Azure which includes an assessment of the costs 
(Total Cost of Ownership) associated with the move and ongoing maintenance of the 
environment. 

In addition, you gain insight into the overall need and benefits of moving to Azure; as 
well as a path to the future for how best to operationalize costs, reduce costs, increase 
workflows, and move workloads to PaaS (removing the ownership of traditional IaaS 
environment from the IT’s shoulders). 

A complete Azure Foundation Assessment is an entire plan for migrating your assets and 
includes: 

Get started with Cloud Foundation Assessment
coretek.com/offers/cloud-foundations-assessment

https://www.coretek.com/offers/cloud-foundations-assessment

